Greater than less than alligator worksheets

Teach your little ones about "greater than, less than, and equal to" with this cute alligator craftivity! The alligator is double sided, so your kiddos can flip it to show "greater than" and "less than." This visual is great for teaching number comparison! Included: *alligator pattern {both with and without words}, pictures, & directions *greater than, less
than, & equal to cards for center work *number cards 0-20 for center work *3 posters: greater than, less than, & equal to {EPage 2Short, focused, intensive literacy intervention instruction for young students, struggling to break the code of early reading / word work. Students that are struggling with learning to read need instruction in phonological
and phonemic awareness, segmenting sounds into words, and lots of practice hearing, speaking, reading, writing, and manipulating sounds and letters. Many of the popular Orton-Gillingham programs are excellent, but when used with fidelity, the lessons generally take 50-60 minutPage 3In this 27 page packet, you will find: -Rhyme poster -Signs
poster (greater than, less than, equal to) -"Alligator Chomp" 3-person card game (number comparison) -"Alligator, Alligator, Chomp, Chomp, Chomp" Cut & Glue Printable {differentiated} (1 and 2 digit number comparisons) -"Alligator: Which is Which?" {differentiated} Printable-fill in the correct sign (1 and 2 digit number comparisons) -"Chomp
Swamp Sort" Printable-Sort the signs into the correct spot -Independent Number Comparison GPage 4This quantitative basic concepts task is a very hands-on visual approach to learning concepts of more, less, all, none, greater than, and less than. Students can choose the type of manipulative they would like to use with the choice icons. Manipulative
choices include beans, sand, water, blocks, etc.. Staff puts the visual prompt strip on the bottom of the cookie sheet for the concept the student will be working on (“Which is more?”, “Which is less?”, etc…) Then, staff will choose two numbePage 5Helping your students develop comparing numbers skills will be so fun and easy too with these low prep,
engaging greater than and less than bundle. With this differentiated, low prep unit you will have One WEEK of standards-based lesson plans and activities ready to go!This Valentines Day math activities will save valuable time, be fun and engaging for students, and help your students increase their ability to compare numbers. Just print, copy, and
have ONE WEEK of standards based lesson plans,Page 6Greater Than,Less Than, Equal to...2 games for students (partner/independent)Directions, game cards, pocket chart cards,and student printables. Students sort math equations, create true or false equations, and order numbers from 1-30. CHALLENGE activity included. Teacher sample and
student accountability worksheet, are included. Summer Edition...Grades 1 & 2Page 7Winter comparing numbers to 20 with digital Boom Cards. Students tap the correct math symbols to the answer area, either greater than, less than or equal to. A perfect way to celebrate winter with a fun snow day math activity.Assign Boom Cards decks with
Google Classroom, Microsoft Teams, SeeSaw, PowerSchool, Blackboard, Canvas, Moodle, and more.If you would like to follow me, please click HEREThank youKiwilandNOTE: You will download a PDF document with a LINK to access this deck which is hostedPage 8This resource includes math center activities to teach counting and comparing
numbers, using greater than, less than, and equal to. These activities are engaging and fun ways to practice these important math skills. There are two versions. Included are sorting mats, number cards, symbol cards and counting cards. There is a mat for “greater than”, a mat for “less than”, and a mat for “equal to”, number cards, symbols, and cute
clip art counting objects. There is also a fourth mat, to diffePage 9This resource includes a math center reviewing the concept of More, Less, or Equal with numbers 1-10. You can use the center work as a Write the Room or in a center. It includes 12 sets where you have to figure out if they are more, less, or equal.There are two versions of the center
work:1) The first gives the visual and then you put the symbol of more, less, or equal2) In the second you look at the visuals, write the number, and put the symbol of more, less, or equal.Also included are 3 typesPage 10Three puzzles perfect for December! Students use math like greater than & less than, addition, subtraction, and multiplication to
solve the two logic puzzles and use letter clues to solve the cryptogram. Great as bell ringers, transitions, stations, partner work, extensions, or sub plans.In one logic puzzle, students determine the number & color of ornaments on a Christmas tree and in the other, the color and size of wrapped holiday gifts. The cryptogram comes in two versions one withPage 11This pack is for Thanksgiving. The Games review addition, subtraction, greater than/less than, and more!In all there are 37 dice games, easy to use…just print and add dice!Most of the games have an easy version and a more difficult version. There are color and BW versions of every game. Ideal for K-1 and an easy review/intervention
for Second Grade.***If you have the Holiday, Back to School, Halloween, Winter, Valentine's Day, St Patrick's Day, Patriotic, or Easter versions, many of the games aPage 12Looking for a fun, digital activity to help your students order numbers and use greater than, less than, and equals signs to compare numbers? Your students will love these
interactive, digital task cards! Boom Cards work on just about any device with internet access and are great for morning work, remediation, assessments, and so much more. New to Boom Cards? The download includes links with all the info you'll need to get started.This activity is great for in the classroom or with distance lPage 13With writing
standards implemented for all of our learners, the emphasis on writing has never been greater. With our "One Dozen Thoughts" Picture Writing Prompts with Visual Support Strips, your students will be given the tools necessary to help them on the path to becoming GREAT writers! Given a choice of over 125 pictures which include; emotions, sports,
family, seasons, holidays, scenery, travel, transportation, many other topics that students can relate to, their interest in writing will blPage 14Practice essential math skills (number recognition, base ten, number sense, 10 frames, tallies, addition, subtraction, shapes, even and odd, greater and less, and fractions) with these fun and engaging color by
code holiday-themed activities for the school year! Included packs: Back to School, Fall, Halloween, Thanksgiving Christmas, March, Spring and Earth Day. Perfect for kindergarten, 1st Grade, and review for 2nd grade. Answer keys provided.Math Skills Currently Included:♥ Number recognitioPage 15Story Elements - Reading Comprehension Graphic Organizers Use these 12 printable graphic organizers to help your students understand the stories they are reading. With greater understanding of the story elements, students' reading comprehension greatly increases! Can be used with any story! Includes: Story Chart, Story Chart Pictures, Story Elements Radial, Cause & Effect, Character
Analysis, Vocabulary Word Work, Story Summary, KWL Chart, Venn Diagram, Fortune Teller, Story Elements PuPage 16A collection of images from the story of Rapunzel. Blonde, red and dark haired images of Rapunzel and the prince are included in this set for greater flexibilty.The images in this set are: Rapunzel, prince, witch, horse, tower, prince
climbing tower, Rapunzel in tower, scissors, cut hair, Rapunzel with short hair, background scene and word art sign.37 images (25 in color and 12 in B&W)This set contains all of the images shown.Images saved at 300dpi in PNG files.For personal or commercial usePage 17A collection of images from the story of Rapunzel. Blonde, red and dark haired
images of Rapunzel and the prince are included in this set for greater flexibilty.The images in this set are: Rapunzel, prince, witch, horse, tower, prince climbing tower, Rapunzel in tower, scissors, cut hair, Rapunzel with short hair, background scene and word art sign.37 images (25 in color and 12 in B&W)This set contains all of the images
shown.Images saved at 300dpi in PNG files.For personal or commercial usePage 18Students analyze and compare relations shown in tables, graphs, coordinate pairs, equations, scatter plots, and word problems and are asked to identify which are functions, which show a greater rate of change, and if a function is linear or nonlinear. In the digital
GOOGLE Forms version, check boxes are used for answer choices so that students can choose more than one answer. Students are also asked to explain their reasoning for choosing their answers. These answer spaces on the form use a lonPage 19This is a set of cute rubber ducks with number bubbles, math signs, and a bathtub. The numbers 0-9 are
included, with signs for addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, equal, greater than, and less than. The bubbles can be stacked to represent any number, as shown in the last preview picture with the numbers 10 and 23. The set comes with 19 unique images in color and black & white. Included in this .zip file- -19 color images -19 black and
white images -high resolution 300 dpi fiPage 20This is a set of cute rubber ducks with number bubbles, math signs, and a bathtub. The numbers 0-9 are included, with signs for addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, equal, greater than, and less than. The bubbles can be stacked to represent any number, as shown in the last preview picture
with the numbers 10 and 23. The set comes with 19 unique images in color and black & white. Included in this .zip file- -19 color images -19 black and white images -high resolution 300 dpi fiPage 21This is a bundle of my January themed resources for 1st Grade for Google Classroom™.This set has 14 Google Drive resources for distance learning.7
Digital Math Centers Include:AdditionGreater Than/Less ThanMore or LessCounting OnPlace ValueTen FramesSubtraction7 Digital ELA Centers Include:ABC OrderLong Vowel SoundsSight Word Practice 1st Grade ListWord EndingsVerb TenseCompound WordsBeginning BlendsPlease note:This resource has a “Made for Google Drive™” badge on its
product page which just meaProperties of Addition will help students understand and practice the commutative property, associative property, inverse property, and the identity property of addition. Knowing and understanding these properties can help give students greater number sense and the ability to critically think about the relationship
between addition and subtraction. This deck is aligned to the second grade common core standard:CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.2.NBT.B.5 Boom Cards task cards are digital, no-prep, and self-checkiHello! The purchase of this product grants the purchase of 1 DIGITAL (Google Forms) self-grading assessment with twenty-five (25) multiple-choice questions
on factoring quadratic trinomials where a is greater than 1. Technical Details About The Google Forms Assessment:ALL digital assessments provided are completely editable. (NOTE: If answers in the Google Form you purchase are digital, you MUST HAVE Equatio installed and set up for this to be true.).Here is the name of the document you will
recComparing Numbersby Fall Fun! This pack of comparing numbers activities gives students an opportunity to compare numbers 1 through 20. Students will practice reading numeral, one to one correspondence and using the terms greater then, less than and equal to. They will also gain confidence identifying the greater then, less, than and equal
to symbols. To play, students place a work mat onto their work surface. They then choose a numeral card. They can then count out the same number of counters and place themPage 22Fractions: Compare Unit Fractions Practice Sheets - King Virtue's Classroom These practice sheets are great for practice and assessing students' ability to compare
unit fractions (halves, thirds, fourths, sixths, eighths, and tenths) using greater than, less than, and equal to (>,
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